hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene expression patterns differ between lung adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma: correlation with patient survival and response to adjuvant chemotherapy treatment.
We recently showed that the mRNA levels of mismatch repair (MMR) proteins in non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) tissue specimens and the phenotypic translation of molecular MMR data refines the biology of the MMR system with consequent diagnostic implications in the clinical assessment of lung cancer patients. hMLH1 and hMSH2 mRNA expression was previously evaluated by qPCR for 29 NSCLC patients (13 with squamous cell carcinoma [SQC] and 16 with adenocarcinoma [ADC]) and MMR mRNA levels were converted into clinically distinct phenotypic entities. In this study, we evaluated the correlation of the hMSH2 and hMLH1 mRNA phenotypes with patient survival and their response to adjuvant chemotherapy. hMSH2 and hMLH1 mRNA phenotypic distribution differed between SQC and ADC. The MMR phenotypes differed also between advanced and early stage SQC. SQC patients with an increased hMSH2 expression had a better outcome than patients with a reduced hMSH2 expression. However, ADC patients with an increased hMSH2 expression had a poor outcome compared to those with low hMSH2 levels. SQC patients with a high hMSH2 expression exhibited a better response to adjuvant chemotherapy, whereas ADC patients with high hMSH2 levels had a poor response. ADC patients with low hMSH2 levels showed good response to adjuvant chemotherapy compared to SQC patients bearing the same phenotypic profile. Our findings show that MMR mRNA phenotypes may be added to the known biological differences between SQC and ADC. hMLH1 and hMSH2 phenotypes distributed differently according to the NSCLC stage. Distinct MMR mRNA phenotypes in SQC and ADC corresponded to patient response to adjuvant chemotherapy.